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Taryn Warner is a wolf shifter with extraordinary healing skills - and serious problems. First, her
father is determined that she mate for life with a wolf shifter named Roscoe Weston, whom the feisty
Taryn can't stand. To make matters worse, she's also been kidnapped by Trey Coleman, a
dangerous alpha male from another pack. And as much as she wants to resist Trey, Taryn is
incredibly, maddeningly attracted to him. When he makes her a tempting proposal that will benefit
both of them, the strong-willed healer has to decide whether escaping an unwelcomed bond with
Roscoe is worth the risks of mating with Trey, no matter how temporary their allegiance is intended
to be.
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Let me say for the first 75% of the book, I loooved it! Taryn is a strong character, sarcastic, takes no
S*** from anybody, can kick asses, smart and funny. Trey is an alpha male, ruthless, had to learn to
grow up fast at a young age, could have become Alpha at 14 years old, and very, very, very
possessive of Taryn. A perfect combination of strong Alphas. To top it off, they were surrounded by
an awesome team of interesting characters. I love the funny come back from Taryn with
Greta(Trey's grandmother), Hilarious!!!So what's wrong? The dam the birthday present. **Spoilers
Alert**Trey would growl at anybody daring to look at Taryn or even verbally disrespecting her in any
way. "Possessive" being the key word here. In the bedroom things are very, very hot, Taryn fights
him, Trey wants to dominate her he's an Alpha after all! submission from a female has to be earn,
"you belong to me" "that P***** is mine" "who's tight P***** is this?" etc... you get the idea.All day

Trey can't wait/eager/excited to get his birthday gift Taryn promised him. For Trey's birthday, he
asked Taryn if 6(Dante, Marcus, Dominic, Trick, Tao and Ryan(Ryan? quiet, sweet Ryan)) of his
enforcers can... partially participate in their bedroom(you see the out of character here?). Taryn
agrees(?) She end up sucking a totally of 6 penis and got tired before the last two. The penis(one at
the time) were sometimes shoved, sometimes tricked down her mouth. They all took turn to eat her.
Marcus and Trick were...helping each other(Marcus and Trick?) Now that threw me off because I
never thought they were Gay! still think they aren't but...?But the line here is: Trey had two of the
enforcers pin her down when Taryn protest to let Trey enter her "through the back door" while he
order another enforcer to give her mouth a penis, he tell Taryn she WILL like it, he'll never hurt
her(What?). He will not let any of them come in her mouth but go ahead have ALL of them ejaculate
on her back(what about scents here? I thought scent was a big deal?) At this point it isn't erotic,
kinky, dirty anymore. Sound more like rape.If I understand right the Possessive Alpha Trey would
let/share Taryn with his enforcers, watch them do these things to her, watch them practically
disrespect, degrate, use Taryn his female Alpha and be OK with it!? Just for this one time Trey will
allow this happen! In the past Trey had shared his female with his enforcers but when Taryn ask
him, Trey says he never cared about these other females. What does that say about how he feel for
Taryn? Very contradictory. This scene should not have been there, ruined it for me I coud not see
Taryn and Trey the way I did at the beginning of the book. The next book will be about Dante, I'm
not interested anymore.

I have read this author's other book, 'Here Be Sexist Vampires', and she is a gifted storyteller. This
time the story is about werewolves and the sparks fly between an alpha male and an alpha
female.Taryn is a healer and a latent shifter which means that she can't totally shift into a wolf. Her
father is the alpha of their pack and views her as an embarrassment because of this latency. He has
no qualms about mating her to a sadist pack leader in order to further his agenda. Trey has a
reputation for being brutal, deadly and, perhaps, a little psychotic in the werewolf community. He is
desperate to protect his pack from a challenger of his past and needs an alliance with a powerful
wolf pack. Trey is surprised to find out that Taryn is very much a powerful alpha female who isn't
afraid of him. He offers Taryn a deal. Mate with him and he will prevent the marriage to her
unwelcome suitor with the hope that her powerful father will become his ally. However, the terms
are to be temporary. Each has supposedly lost their one true mate and neither one of them plans on
imprinting on the other as they intend to go their separate ways after Trey has defeated the
challenge to his pack. They make their bargain, but their primal and passionate inner wolves don't

always seem to be on the same sheet of music.Now, Trey and Taryn quickly move into a sexual
relationship, but that is part of the mating cover. Trey is a dominant alpha male even in the
bedroom, but Taryn isn't a shrinking violet, either. I will say that there is quite a bit of sex in this
book, but it goes along with each of their characters. There is a pack scene that I did not see
coming. It's not for the faint of heart if that makes you uncomfortable.Trey and Taryn each have
ghosts from their past and each has known hurt and sorrow. I did enjoy the journey of watching
them learn to let go and allow someone into their hearts. It seems that their inner wolves knew the
score all along. I saw on the cover art that this says Book One, so I hope that there is more to come
from Trey, Taryn and the Phoenix Wolf Pack.

I read 5-6 books a week and truly love paranormal books. This book would have been a hard 5 for
me until I read the "Pack Scene/B-day present." I love a really descriptive sex scene with a lot of
details, but this one was way over the top and completely killed the book for me. I get the whole
Alpha thing and that they are wolves, but come on. After Taryn fights to be an Alpha the whole book
and Trey can't stand the thought of anyone else touching her, I just don't get why it's in there. If the
author wanted the Pack involved some how they could have watched and not participated. It was
very demeaning to read ("it has nothing to do with the group finish,) which was ok as they are
wolves")the way they, especially Trey, talked to her, treated her and the things they had her do. I
mean hello, how could Taryn stand to be around them again? Way to completely kill a great book.
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